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I humbly feel like I have finally
achieved the impossible; which is to
conquer the infinite, all-powerful,
and unconquerable illusory energy;
when I complete my 12 hours of
hearing meditation daily.

As a spiritual teacher, I have to set
the most ideal example of daily
spiritual practice, however extreme
that may be. So not all will be able to
meditate like me on the spiritual
world for 12 hours daily because of
their responsibilities in life and a
lack of spiritual visions while hearing
the transcendental sounds.
There is no need to prematurely
imitate me in this regard. But anyone
interested can certainly hear and
meditate on the spiritual world for 1,
3, or 6 hours daily, or much as they
can, as per their convenience, which
will still give almost the same benefit
to their souls as my 12 hours of daily
meditation.
Because Sri Ekachakra Prabhu is
all-offense-forgiving, hearing
meditation on Sri Ekachakra's divine
sounds for even 1 hour daily gives
equal love and mercy to hearing the
same for 12 hours.
One offenseless name of God is
enough to give us love. And Sri
Ekachakra's quality of not
considering any of our offenses even
in our most offensive condition
means that even one hour of
meditation on the pure sounds of Sri
Ekachakra is equal to twelve hours
of the same or more.
Even one hour of meditating on
the infinite spiritual world daily
through hearing is also infinite and
awards us infinite benefits as
meditating for twelve hours daily. 1%
of infinite or 12% of inifinite, both are
infinite, and neither one is superior
to the other, because the humble
consciousness during the practice
matters more than the practice itself.
However, one should not neglect
one's daily menial services to oneself,
to other sincere meditators, and to all
souls in this world; in the name of
these long hours of daily hearing
meditation. Because without menial
spiritual service to humanity, the
divine visions in hearing meditation
will just not sprout.
If we don't do menial service
simultaneously, the fact that we are
practicing for long hours daily, may
only end up increasing our false ego,
thereby completely ruining our
meditation practice. Even our
constant practice will no longer be
pleasing to the spiritual world when
it is blackened by our false ego of
feeling superior to others just
because they are practicing less than
ourselves.
So with this important point out
of the way, I will now continue to
share my thoughts further.
This achievement of keeping the
illusory energy at bay has always
remained elusive to me from the
beginning of my soul’s journey in
this material world. Some of the
topmost transcendentalists in the
past have also fallen for this trap of
wasting their time on other things
and thus wiling away millions of
their lives without remembering the
spiritual world constantly.
The object of their meditation
may not have been the most liberal
and all-forgiving spiritual world
abode of Sri Ekachakra, the only
always-open door to the topmost
spiritual planet of Sri Goloka
Vrindavana for the offensive souls,
which has now most luckily become
the object of my 12 hours of hearing
meditation daily.
I have received this rarest chance
after zillions of lives to meditate on
the most confidential and
unconditionally forgiving spiritual
world of Sri Ekachakra by some
impossible stroke of the ultimate
good fortune. So now, if I don’t hear
and meditate on Sri Ekachakra for
the complete 12 hours daily, then I
feel like I am throwing away the
rarest touchstone in creation into the
deepest bottomless abyss which has
ever existed.
I feel like I have finally made my
infinite past lives and this life
successful on the days I complete my
12 hours of hearing meditation. It is
said that we should eat to live and
not live to eat. For me, I live to
meditate and not don't just meditate
to live.
I feel like I have reached the very
summit of all quests and journeys of
my soul from time immemorial as
soon as I complete my 12 hours of
hearing meditation daily.
I feel like I have done the best
preparation for my death and am
ready for it at any time, any day
when I complete my 12 hours of daily
hearing meditation.
I feel reassured that I will
undoubtedly attain the spiritual
world of Sri Ekachakra after death
specifically on the days I complete
my 12 hours of hearing meditation.
I feel like I have already attained
the spiritual world even as I am alive,
but only feel that deeply on the days
I complete my 12 hours of hearing
meditation.
I feel like the very purpose of my
whole existence in this creation has
always been nothing else but to
complete my 12 hours of meditation
daily and by that attain the spiritual
world, which spiritual responsibility I
have been shamelessly neglecting for
zillions of lives.
On the days I complete my 12
hours of hearing meditation, I feel
like I am finally uprooting the alloverpowering and persistent roots of
my deep-rooted, undefeatable, and
harmful inclinations, thoughts,
words, and deeds for all eternity.
I feel like the infinite ocean of
material nescience has been reduced
to a tiny puddle of water in the hoofprint of a calf in the sand on the days
I complete my 12 hours of hearing
meditation on Sri Ekachakra.
I will never trade my daily 12
hours of hearing meditation with
anything else of this world, even my
very own life. Because my daily
meditation has now become my true
eternal life and my very existence
itself. Srila Haridas left this world
without any hesitation just because
he could not so easily complete his 21
hours of daily meditation due to his
pastime of old age.
So it is very essential for me to
remember in this regard that the
quality of my life spent in deep
hearing meditation on Sri Ekachakra,
even if it is short, is much more
critical for my soul than the number
of years I will live in this world.
I feel like no one in this whole
creation can stop me from
completing my 12 hours of daily
hearing meditation except myself
and myself alone. And when I do
that, I become my own biggest
enemy, the very killer of my soul
(atma-ha).
I feel that there is no spiritual
benefit, absolutely nothing, nada,
zilch, which I can give to any single
soul in this creation if I don’t
complete my 12 hours of hearing
meditation daily first. But still, I will
never give up my insignificant
menial service to all souls along with
my daily hearing meditation practice.
I feel that by hearing from me or
meeting me only after I have
completed my 12 hours of hearing
meditation daily will any soul
genuinely receive the same supreme
spiritual benefit which is attained by
meeting a truly liberated soul.
I feel like even one moment of
listening to the sound of my
recordings or hearing from me in
person has the potential to award
the spiritual world of Sri Ekachakra
to any soul, irrespective of their
qualifications or disqualifications,
only and only if I have recorded or
spoken those words after completing
my 12 hours of hearing meditation
and menial services daily.
I have realized that the topmost
pilgrimage in this world is to meet
the daily 12-hour hearing meditators
of Sri Ekachakra in either of the
following two ways. The most
recommended way is to stay
wherever one is (sthane sthitah) and
hear and meditate on the recordings
of their realized sounds directly
descending from the spiritual world.
The second one is meeting and
hearing from them personally, which
may not always be practically
possible. Either way, there can be no
higher spiritual pilgrimage in the
entire creation other than these two.
Because such 12-hour meditators are
the walking-talking spiritual world
themselves in an universally
accessible and approachable way,
which even the manifested holy
places may not be.
I have realized so profoundly that
anyone who meditates on Sri
Ekachakra for 12 hours daily, through
hearing truly realized sounds
descending from Sri Ekachakra,
purifies the entire creation. They
become the topmost personified
carriers of the spiritual world even
while living in this material world.
I strongly feel like the unlimited
power of the cosmic illusory energy
of this material world is just meant
for one purpose and one purpose
alone. And that is to stop my soul at
any cost, even at the expense of my
own life, from completing my 12
hours of hearing meditation on Sri
Ekachakra daily.
I feel like every thought, object,
and circumstance of this world is
only meant to distract me from
completing my 12 hours of hearing
meditation daily.
I feel that my daily 12-hour
hearing meditation along with the
menial service of other sincere
meditators and all souls are the only
two eternal possessions I can
accumulate for my soul in this life
and also take with my soul after this
life.
Everything else I own and what I
have gathered in this life and all
previous lives is all an illusion and
has been a colossal waste of my
entire existence. I have engaged in
these same useless time-wasting
activities life after life, in every
previous life, but unfortunately I still
don't want to give them up in this
life. Hence the scriptures vividly call
this addiction to material
consciousness and accumilating
material possessions as "chewing the
chewed."
I feel like I am using a CEO’s office
(the rarely obtained human form of
life) to do a clerk’s work (eating,
sleeping, mating, and defending like
animals, just in more sophisticated
ways than them) if I don’t complete
my 12 hours of hearing meditation on
Sri Ekachakra daily.
I feel like I am crushing and
powdering away the most precious
diamond in creation, tearing away
the most valuable cloth in this world
into smithereens, and diluting and
washing away the most exotic
sandalwood paste into the water if I
don’t complete my 12 hours of
hearing meditation daily at all costs.
I have intensely perceived that
the most tremendous loss in all of
existence and in all my past zillions
of lives from time immemorial is
that I have not meditated on the
spiritual world of Sri Ekachakra
constantly. Every second of
forgetfulness of Sri Ekachakra has
been the very death-knell for my
soul.
But now, no more. So
henceforward in this life, practicing
my daily 12 hours of hearing
meditation on Sri Ekachakra is the
least I can do to make up for this
colossal loss of time in my past
zillions of lives that can never be
recovered even if I become the most
powerful being in this universe.
I can now grasp that giving half
(12 hours) of my day for the most
divine hearing meditation on Sri
Ekachakra is not such a big deal at
all in the absolute sense. In fact, the
holy books state that forgetting the
spiritual world even for a second is
the biggest loss in the whole
existence (hani, mahachidram, moha,
vibhramah.. na chintayet).
It was always a logical no-brainer
(which I have rejected so far) to
utilize the entire 24 hours of my
soul's existence daily (kalam nayed
akhilam iti upadesha saram) for
meditating on the only permanent
reality in this whole creation, the
spiritual world. This would ensure
that only this spiritual world, and
not one of the hellish planets,
becomes my soul's guaranteed
destination after death.
Hence, my daily 12 hours of
hearing meditation is the only real
long-term welfare I can ever do for
my eternal spirit soul and the souls
of others. I have to save my soul first
if I have to save the souls of others. A
drowning man who does not know
how to swim can never save others
from drowning.
After all, you will only attain in
your next life whatever you think
about all the time in this life (in this
case, the spiritual world) right? And
you can only become in your next
life what you feel about yourself all
the time in this life (in this case, your
spiritual form in the spiritual world).
I feel like those things which
distract me from completing my
daily 12 hours of hearing meditation
on Sri Ekachakra, by taking my mind
away from the spiritual world, are
simply poison for my soul because
they slash and shatter the very
purpose of my soul's existence into
millions of pieces.
I feel that it is practically
impossible to see my soul, the
Supersoul, and the spiritual world
face to face, within this short lifespan, without completing my daily 12
hours of hearing meditation daily at
any cost.
When King Khatavanga and King
Parikshit knew that they had to die
in a few days, they did not hesitate to
go into deep meditation on the

spiritual world for 24 hours daily in
their last days And by this simple
effort, they attained the spiritual
world after death without a doubt
with 100% guarantee.
Such shining examples of great
souls propel me to continue my daily
12 hours of hearing meditation at any
cost for the rest of my life, because I
am not lucky enough like them to
know when I will die.
What if my death is destined to
come today or tomorrow? If my soul
is not prepared every single day by
my 12 hours of hearing meditation,
then I will miserably fail the only
actual exam of life which matters, i.e.,
death.
Initially, my practice of 12 hours of
daily hearing meditation on Sri
Ekachakra felt like the toughest
austerity in the whole creation. My
entire mind, body, and senses would
revolt and rebel to do something else
instead of hearing and meditating
for such long hours. My mind would
drive me insane by trying to force me
to stop my 12 hours of hearing
meditation and come down to
material thoughts again at any cost.
But still by forcibly completing
my daily 12 hours of hearing
meditation by hook or by crook, day
after day, come what may, my relish
in rapt and vivid contemplation of
Sri Ekachakra's divine pastimes of
love has luckily awakened by the
causeless mercy of Sri Ekachakra.
Just like forcibly drinking
sugarcane juice in a diseased
condition feels bitter at first, but
then it miraculously reduces our
jaundice and thereafter it starts
tasting sweeter and sweeter.
Therefore the only secret is to keep
on drinking it (hearing divine
sounds) by brute force in the
required dosage (12 hours daily in my
case) even if we don't like its taste at
first due to our diseased condition.
The problem is never in the divine
sound, it is in us, we can't relish it
due to our diseased mundane life.
And the only medicine for that is
also the divine sound itself.
However, the tables have now
turned due to persisting in my
practice. Not completing my 12 hours
of daily meditation feels like the
most painful, intolerable, and
unacceptable suicidal sacrifice of my
soul in the whole creation. I feel dead
from within and without if I don’t
complete my practice for 12 hours
daily.
The only reality is the spiritual
reality. Everything we do in this
mundane reality is meaningless and
temporary, except for what is needed
to actively maintain our bodies for
our daily hearing meditation and for
rendering menial services to other
sincere meditators and to all souls in
general.
These menial spiritual services are
also equally important to help us
develop the proper humble
consciousness to succeed in the
continuity and quality of our daily
meditation practice. Name/dhyane
ruchi, jive doya, vaishnava sevana; all
three should go hand in hand.
So to conclude, I always ask
myself this question. Why should I
sacrifice my daily 12 hours of hearing
meditation for doing perishable
activities of this illusory world,
however important they appear to
be, when my daily meditation is
ultimately the only treasure which is
getting permanently deposited in the
eternal bank balance of my soul?
Doesn't everyone prioritize what
they want to do or do not want to do
on every day of their lives depending
on the relative permanence and
material benefit offered to them by
each activity? Well, I am just doing
the same spiritually.
Shouldn't I be giving all my time
in this rarely attained human form
of life to the only actual reality of my
soul's upcoming eternal life in the
spiritual world, and not wasting even
a single minute of my time for
indulging in the imaginary
phantasmagoria of this illusory
world? This is what I keep on asking
myself at every moment. - B. Sadhu.
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